C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 reaction is investigated on Rh∕SiO 2 model catalyst surfaces. Kinetic reactivity and infrared spectroscopic measurements are investigated as a function of Rh particle size under near atmospheric reaction conditions. Results show that propionaldehyde turnover frequency (TOF) (CO insertion pathway) exhibits a maximum activity near hd p i ¼ 2.5 nm. Polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy under CO and reaction (C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 ) conditions indicate the presence of Rh carbonyl species (RhðCOÞ 2 , Rh(CO)H) on small Rh particles, whereas larger particles appear resistant to dispersion and carbonyl formation. Combined these observations suggest the observed particle size dependence for propionaldehyde production via CO insertion is driven by two factors: (i) an increase in propionaldehyde formation on undercoordinated Rh sites and (ii) creation of carbonyl hydride species (Rh(CO)H)) on smaller Rh particles, whose presence correlates with the lower activity for propionaldehyde formation for hd p i < 2.5 nm.
C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 reaction is investigated on Rh∕SiO 2 model catalyst surfaces. Kinetic reactivity and infrared spectroscopic measurements are investigated as a function of Rh particle size under near atmospheric reaction conditions. Results show that propionaldehyde turnover frequency (TOF) (CO insertion pathway) exhibits a maximum activity near hd p i ¼ 2.5 nm. Polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy under CO and reaction (C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 ) conditions indicate the presence of Rh carbonyl species (RhðCOÞ 2 , Rh(CO)H) on small Rh particles, whereas larger particles appear resistant to dispersion and carbonyl formation. Combined these observations suggest the observed particle size dependence for propionaldehyde production via CO insertion is driven by two factors: (i) an increase in propionaldehyde formation on undercoordinated Rh sites and (ii) creation of carbonyl hydride species (Rh(CO)H)) on smaller Rh particles, whose presence correlates with the lower activity for propionaldehyde formation for hd p i < 2.5 nm.
Ethylene hydroformylation | CO insertion | polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy | Rh/SiO2 A complicating effect of understanding the structure-activity relationships of heterogeneous catalytic reactions at ambient pressures (near 1 atm or above) is the known ability of reactant gas environments to alter the morphology, particle dispersion, and even the types of adsorbates present on certain supported nanoparticle (NP) systems (1) (2) (3) (4) . For example, elevated pressure CO ambients have been shown to oxidatively disrupt and disperse Rh nanoparticles, creating highly dispersed gem-dicarbonyl species RhðCOÞ 2 on oxide supports (1) (2) (3) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Under elevated pressure (CO∕H 2 ) and (CO 2 ∕H 2 ) hydrogenation reaction conditions, Rh(CO)H carbonyl hydride species can also be formed (3, (9) (10) (11) (12) . The creation and stability of such carbonyl species (RhðCOÞ 2 , Rh(CO)H) can depend on particle size, gas pressure, and surface temperature. The cumulative effect of such factors could potentially have an important effect on the overall catalytic properties of the supported Rh NP surface, especially for catalytic reactions involving surface bound CO. Developing an understanding of how such factors can affect the catalytic properties of supported Rh NPs is important from a fundamental surface chemistry perspective. Unraveling these details will require the ability to conduct spectroscopic and kinetic investigations of an informative probe reaction (i) under near atmospheric reaction conditions and (ii) on supported Rh nanoparticles surfaces with well defined initial particle size distributions.
CO insertion into adsorbed alkyl groups (R-C x H y ) to form oxygenates (e.g., alcohols, aldehydes) is an important reaction step in many heterogeneous catalytic reactions. For example,
is a well known reaction for the synthesis of aldehydes via the CO insertion reaction (13) . Insightful studies by Chuang and coworkers (14) (15) (16) (17) and others (18, 19) have investigated C 2 H 4 hydroformylation on oxide supported Rh particles to gain information on the reaction mechanism and reactivity of various adsorbed CO surface species. Motivated by the desire to understand oxygenate reaction pathways in CO hydrogenation catalysis, investigators have utilized C 2 H 4 hydroformylation as a probe reaction to understand CO insertion into adsorbed surface ethyl species (R-C 2 H 5 ), without the complications of the CO dissociation step. It has been proposed that propionaldehyde production (CO insertion pathway) proceeds via hydrogenation of adsorbed C 2 H 4 to form a surface ethyl species (R-C 2 H 5 ), followed by insertion of adsorbed CO to form an acyl intermediate (R-C 2 H 5 CO), followed by hydrogenation to form propionaldehyde (C 2 H 6 CO) (14, 15) . Studies of propionaldehyde decomposition on Rh surfaces under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions, which produces H 2 , CO, and ethyl species (along with surface C), also supports these general reaction steps (20) . Interestingly, surface coordination of adsorbed CO on Rh also appears to influence its reactivity for CO insertion reactions; for example, linear bound CO appears to be more reactive than CO bound to Rh in a dispersed and/or carbonyl state (e.g., gem-dicarbonyl RhðCOÞ 2 ) (16, 19) .
The effect of Rh particle size on CO insertion activity has been studied to a lesser extent. Studies of C 2 H 4 hydroformylation on cluster derived (19) and traditional (18) Rh powder catalysts have shown that propionaldehyde formation (TOF) is increased as Rh dispersion is increased. Competing ethylene hydrogenation TOF was observed to be structure insensitive over this particle dispersion range in one case (19) , but structure sensitive in another study, exhibiting a maximum activity near 4 nm (18) . Studies of Rh alloy surfaces (e.g., RhZn (21), RhIr (22) , and RhS (23)) have suggested isolated Rh sites on alloy surfaces are favorable for CO insertion under CO hydrogenation or hydroformylation conditions. Combined, these results indicate that undercoordinated and isolated Rh sites on Rh particle surfaces are favorable reaction sites for CO insertion reactions. Thus, the C 2 H 4 þ CO þ H 2 system presents an interesting probe reaction to investigate a surface reaction (CO insertion into adsorbed R-C 2 H 5 alkyl groups) whose selectivity, surface adsorbates, and surface morphology can all potentially depend on the initial Rh particle size and the reactant gas conditions. In the present study, we aim to gain insights into the structureactivity relationships of the CO þ C 2 H 4 þ H 2 reaction on oxide supported Rh nanoparticle surfaces. Our primary goal is to understand the structure-activity relationships of the CO insertion pathway during C 2 H 4 hydroformylation, the underlying reasons driving these structure-activity relationships, and the role of elevated pressure reactant gas in altering the morphology and surface adsorbates present on supported Rh NPs. To accomplish this task we employ well defined Rh∕SiO 2 silica model catalyst surfaces (24, 25) to conduct reaction and spectroscopic measurements at elevated pressures (near atm), enabling careful study of the reactivity and selectivity as a function of average Rh particle size. Complementary spectroscopic investigations under ambient gas and reaction conditions (polarization modulation infrared (IR) adsorption spectroscopy, PM-IRAS) will enable insights into Rh particle morphology and the state of surface bound CO under reaction conditions as a function of particle size.
Results
Characterization of Rh∕SiO 2 Dispersion Under UHV and Near Atmospheric Pressures. Details of Rh∕SiO 2 particle size (as determined via scanning tunneling microscopy, STM), active site characterization (24) , and percentage of undercoordinated atoms (26) have been discussed in detail in previous investigations. In Fig. 1A , we present fraction of undercoordinated atom surface sites (≤C 7 coordinated sites (27) ) as a function of Rh NP size based on hardsphere counting models and STM particle size distribution data (26) . C 4 H 10 hydrogenolysis (C 4 H 10 þ H 2 → CH 4 , C 2 H 6 , and C 3 H 8 ) is a well-studied, structure-sensitive reaction (28, 29) , which we employ as a probe reaction to correlate STM measurements of Rh NP size at UHV pressures with reactivity measurements at elevated pressures on Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces. As shown in previous studies, C 2 H 6 selectivity from C 4 H 10 hydrogenolysis is known to be highly favored on undercoordinated surface atoms on Rh metal surfaces (28, 29) . Shown in Fig. 1B is a plot of C 2 H 6 product mol fraction (•) vs. average Rh particle size (nm) (P total ¼ 210 Torr). As shown, C 2 H 6 product mol fraction sharply increases as average Rh particle size is decreased below d p < 5 nm, exhibiting good correlation between undercoordinated Rh site estimates from STM data based on hard-sphere models (Fig. 1A) . Additionally, the C 2 H 6 selectivity vs. particle size behavior exhibits good qualitative agreement with expectations from technical catalyst studies (28) . These characterization results illustrate that Rh particle size estimates obtained via STM measurements under UHV pressures correlate well with elevated pressure kinetic measurements of a well defined probe reaction. Additionally, the particle size behavior of the C 4 H 10 hydrogenolysis reaction (increasing C 2 H 6 selectivity with decreasing particle size) will contrast with the Rh particle size dependence observed for the C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 reaction, where reaction conditions will play a role in altering surface morphology and binding of adsorbed reactants.
C 2 H 4 Hydroformylation Reactivity Data. Shown in Fig. 2 is a plot of propionaldehyde TOF vs. average Rh particle size, under standard C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 reaction conditions at T ¼ 500 K. All reactivity measurements were obtained on freshly prepared Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces, to avoid convoluting the data with deactivation effects. Reactivity of a Rh(111) single crystal surface, under identical conditions, is shown by the dotted line. As the data illustrates, a particle size effect is observed, with a maximum in propionaldehyde TOF occurring near an average Rh particle diameter of ∼2.5 nm. Overall, Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces show nearly an order of magnitude increase in propanal formation when compared to the Rh(111) surface (dotted line).
Additional products present in the product distribution included C 2 H 6 (primary competing reaction product) and C 4 -hydrocarbon products, along with CH 4 , C 3 -, and C 5 -hydrocarbon products. C 2 H 6 production ( Fig. S1 ) on Rh NPs exhibited a higher TOF than planar Rh(111), along with a sharp increase in ethane formation as the size decreased to 1.6 nm. C 2 H 6 production then dropped below that observed on 1.6 nm as the average Rh NP size decreased to 1 nm.
CO PM-IRAS Measurements on Rh∕SiO 2 Surfaces. To understand the effects of elevated pressure gases on Rh∕SiO 2 surface morphology, we begin by examining pure CO IRAS on Rh∕SiO 2 as a function of Rh particle size. Shown in Fig. 3 A-C are low to elevated pressure CO PM-IRAS measurements obtained on various Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces at T ¼ 400 K, as a function of initial Rh particle size. As the data illustrates, low pressure CO IRAS measurements (P < 5 × 10 −6 Torr) exhibit CO vibrational features consistent with linear and bridging bound CO on Rh particles, as observed in previous CO IRAS studies on planar (25, 30, 31) and bulk (7, 32) supported Rh surfaces. As P CO is increased at or above P ¼ 5 × 10 −6 Torr CO, two additional features (∼2;100 cm −1 and ∼2;040 cm −1 ) become apparent. These features, which do not exhibit the dipole-dipole coupling shifts with CO pressure observed for linear bound CO, are consistent with Rh gem-dicarbonyl ν CO features (RhðCOÞ 2 , asymmetric, 2;020-2;035 cm −1 , and symmetric, ∼2;090-2;100 cm −1 stretching modes), which have been observed on supported Rh catalysts (2, 5-9, 32, 33) . Appearance of these IR features indicate disruption and dispersion of the as-prepared Rh particles by elevated pressures of CO. Fig. 3D is a qualitative plot to help visualize the particle size effect of Rh dispersion under elevated CO pressures. This graph plots the intensity of the I RhðCOÞ 2 ;sym ∕I linear ratio vs. pressure for initial Rh particle sizes. Clearly, a much lower disruptive effect is observed for larger particles under the pure CO conditions probed in Fig. 3 , as evidenced by the higher I RhðCOÞ 2 ;sym ∕I linear ratios observed for small Rh particles (e.g., hd p i ¼ 1.6 nm) and the lower I RhðCOÞ 2 ;sym ∕I linear ratios observed for larger Rh particles (e.g., hd p i ¼ 3.7 nm). This observation is qualitatively consistent with previous studies of supported Rh particles on TiO 2 ð110Þ (4, 34) and IR studies of Rh∕Al 2 O 3 supported catalysts (6, 8) .
Temperature dependent CO PM-IRAS data (Fig. S2 ) were also obtained under P CO ¼ 1 Torr pressure for the same Rh particle sizes of Fig. 3 . As the data of Fig. S2 illustrate, increasing temperature results in a decrease in RhðCOÞ 2 ν CO features for Rh particles. This observation is consistent with previous studies of supported Rh surfaces under CO environments, which show agglomeration of RhðCOÞ 2 under increasing temperatures (6, 7, 35) . Additionally, this observation is consistent with IRAS studies of Rh NPs supported on planar oxide supports, which demonstrate that at temperatures above T ∼ 300 K, Rh atoms can have sufficient mobility to allow dispersed species to agglomerate to form larger Rh particles (30, 31, 34) . Smaller particles appear to maintain dispersed dicarbonyl features at higher temperatures. However, for every temperature (T ¼ 300 K to 600 K) probed, the NP size which shows the clearest resistance to dispersion is hd p i larger than 4 nm, under the P CO ¼ 1 Torr conditions. PM-IRAS Measurements Under C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 Reaction Conditions. PM-IRAS measurements under reaction conditions (T ¼ 500 K) were obtained as a function of Rh particle size (1.6, 2.9, and 3.7 nm Rh∕SiO 2 ) and are shown in Fig. 4 . PM-IRAS measurements were continuously obtained under standard reaction conditions (identical to Fig. 2 ) every 10 min. For the hd p i ¼ 2.9 and 3.7 nm surfaces, under reaction conditions only a single prominent ν CO IRAS feature is observed, one which is consistent with linearly bound CO on Rh. In contrast, IR spectra under reaction conditions on the 1.6 nm surface (particles associated with the decrease in TOF) exhibit two prominent ν CO frequencies; one associated with linearly bound CO (2;066 cm −1 ) and a feature consistent (ν CO ¼ 2;035 cm −1 ) with a Rh carbonyl hydride species (Rh(CO)H) (ν CO ¼ 2;020-2;040 cm −1 ) (3, (9) (10) (11) (12) 36) . This species has been observed under CO∕H 2 (3) and CO 2 ∕H 2 (10, 12) reaction conditions on dispersed Rh technical catalyst surfaces. Additional PM-IRAS experiments (Fig. S3) were conducted on 1.6 nm Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces under CO (50 Torr) and CO∕H 2 (50 Torr∕400 Torr) environments, which demonstrate the Rh(CO)H (ν CO ¼ 2;035 cm −1 ) feature is present and stable under CO∕H 2 as well; IR spectra obtained under the pure CO conditions exhibit the linear and dicarbonyl species displayed in Fig. 3 . Efforts to identify IR signals associated with surface ethylene adsorbed species (e.g., ethylidene, ethylidyne) under reaction mixture conditions on the Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces were unsuccessful. We suspect this difficulty is likely due to the sensitivity of PM-IRAS for ethylene derived surface species along with the low concentration of these species on Rh coverages below 4 ML (26) .
To further probe the nature of Rh carbonyl species under reaction conditions (Rh(CO)H), we conducted additional experiments at a lower reaction temperature (T ¼ 400 K). Shown in Fig. 5 are PM-IRAS spectra taken in an identical procedure as Fig. 4 . As the data indicate, under T ¼ 400 K conditions, RhðCOÞ 2 dicarbonyl features are observed under reaction conditions for nearly an hour, though these features appear to slowly decrease, evidenced by the decrease in intensity of the RhðCOÞ 2 symmetric stretching feature (ν CO ¼ 2;105 cm −1 ). If the reaction is allowed to continue for an additional hour (60-120 min), the spectra begin to resemble that observed at T ¼ 500 K, a prominent linear bound CO feature and a Rh(CO)H hydride feature. A similar experiment conducted on a larger average Rh particle surface (hd p i ¼ 2.9 nm) exhibited a dominant linear bound CO (peak ν CO ¼ 2;057 cm −1 ) (Fig. S4) IR feature throughout the 1 h reaction. The primary observations from the PM-IRAS studies indicate (i) correlation between particle size and Rh particle dispersion under pure CO conditions and (ii) correlation between the prominent appearance of Rh carbonyl hydride features (Rh (CO)H, ν CO ¼ 2;035 cm −1 ) and the decrease in propionaldehyde activity under reaction conditions as particle size is decreased below 2.5 nm.
Discussion
The reactivity data of Fig. 2 , demonstrate that the C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 reaction is structure sensitive with respect to propionaldehyde (CO insertion) activity, exhibiting a maximum TOF near an average Rh particle size of ∼2.5 nm. These two regimes of particle activity (d < 2.5 nm and d > 2.5 nm), will be discussed separately.
First, we begin by discussing the propionaldehyde activity of the samples as the NP size is decreased from the planar Rh (111) surface to the hd p i ¼ 2.5 nm peak TOF. Upon comparison of the Rh(111) propionaldehyde TOF to the largest particle Rh∕SiO 2 TOF (hd p i ¼ 7.1 nm), we observe a nearly order of magnitude increase in TOF. It is also worthwhile to note that the propionaldehyde TOF observed on Rh(111) (∼5.4 × 10 −3 ) is similar in magnitude to a propionaldehyde reactivity measurement (converted to a TOF of ∼1 × 10 −2 ) conducted over a Rh foil by Somorjai and coworkers (37, 38) , under similar reaction conditions. Two factors could contribute to the increased TOF: (1) increase in undercoordinated Rh atoms on dispersed Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces going from the close-packed, planar Rh(111) surface to the (7.1 nm) Rh∕SiO 2 film and (2) presence of the SiO 2 support. As shown in Fig. 1 , an increase in undercoordinated surface atoms should occur going from the close-packed, planar Rh(111) surface to the 7.1 nm Rh∕SiO 2 film. However, the small increase in this concentration expected on such surfaces (∼25% from a Rh(111) surface to a 7.1 nm Rh∕SiO 2 surface) seems small compared to the nearly order of magnitude difference in CO insertion reactivity. Indeed, in the case of C 4 H 10 hydrogenolysis, C 2 H 6 product mol fraction (strongly dependent on undercoordinated Rh sites) is essentially identical for the 7.1 nm (0.33) and Rh(111) surface (0.31) (Fig. 1B) . Additionally, Rh∕SiO 2 characterization measurements (28) indicate that the Rh site density on these two surfaces 7.1 nm (1.3 × 10 15 sites∕cm 2 ) and Rh(111) (1.6 × 10 15 sites∕cm 2 ), are essentially the same. Combined, these pieces of evidence suggest that the SiO 2 support plays an important role in the CO insertion reaction to form propionaldehyde. This idea is consistent with observations of previous studies (17) indicating hydrogen present on the SiO 2 support may play a role in hydrogenating C 3 H 5 O acyl groups present on the Rh particle, a reaction step which has been thought to be the rate limiting step in propionaldehyde formation, under certain reaction conditions (14) .
As the Rh particle size is decreased from hd p i ¼ 7.1 nm to 2.5 nm, a roughly ∼5-fold increase in propionaldehyde production (CO insertion activity) is observed. This observation is consistent with the increase in undercoordinated Rh surface sites expected (Fig. 1 ) from this particle size decrease, which interestingly also exhibit a 5-fold increase in fraction of undercoordinated Rh surfaces sites over this size range. We consider these observations to be strong evidence that propionaldehyde formation occurs more favorably on undercoordinated Rh sites over the hd p i ¼ 7.1 nm to 2.5 nm size range. This observation is consistent with and corroborated by previous technical catalyst studies of C 2 H 4 hydroformylation on supported Rh catalysts, which show a similar relationship between dispersion and propionaldehyde TOF (18, 19) .
However, in the second regime of reactivity (as NP size is decreased below 2.5 nm), a decrease in TOF (CO insertion) is observed. PM-IRAS measurements in pure CO and under reaction conditions help provide information correlating CO insertion activity and CO surface species, as a function of Rh particle size. CO PM-IRAS measurements (Fig. 3) show that disruption and dispersion of Rh particles to form highly dispersed RhðCOÞ 2 can occur under increasing pure CO pressures. When experiments are conducted as a function of Rh particle size, it becomes readily apparent that in pure CO conditions, particle sizes ∼4 nm and above appear to exhibit a resistance to such dispersion, whereas particles below this size are dispersed more readily (Fig. 3D) . Similar qualitative behavior has been observed on supported catalyst (5, 6, 8) and surface science studies (4, 34) of supported Rh particles, which have demonstrated that larger catalyst loadings (likely associated with larger particles sizes) exhibit resistance to dispersion. Thus, the nature of Rh particle dispersion and CO surface adsorbates under elevated pressures, depend on both initial Rh particle size and CO pressure at a given temperature. Under C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 reaction conditions (Fig. 4, T ¼ 500 K) a similar trend is observed. For initial Rh particle sizes above 2.9 nm, PM-IRAS spectra exhibit a single, prominent CO IR feature associated with linearly bound CO. However, for particles below <2.9 nm, two prominent CO IR stretching frequencies are observed consistent with both linearly bound CO (2;066 cm −1 ) and Rh(CO)H carbonyl hydride species (∼2;035 cm −1 ). The key result of the PM-IRAS experiments is that the peak propionaldehyde reactivity is demarcated by differences in CO adsorbates observed in the PM-IRAS spectra; below d p ∼ 2.9 nm, prominent features associated with Rh(CO)H and linear bound CO are observed. Above 2.9 nm, only a single, pronounced linear bound CO feature is observed. These data illustrate that changes in Rh particle dispersion and/or changes in CO binding can occur for small Rh particles under reaction conditions at near atmospheric pressures. Data also indicate that surfaces characterized by the presence of Rh(CO)H species appear to be less active for propionaldehyde formation than surfaces containing predominantly linear bound CO on contiguous Rh sites. This observation is consistent with findings on technical catalyst surfaces for C 2 H 4 hydroformylation, which has suggested that CO bound to different Rh surface sites show different reactivities for CO insertion. In particular, transient IR measurements by Chuang and coworkers have demonstrated that linear bound Rh is more reactive than CO bound to dispersed, dicarbonyl bound CO (RhðCOÞ 2 ) or bridge bound CO (15, 16) .
Taken together, the kinetic and spectroscopic data suggest that the observed particle size effect of CO insertion for C 2 H 4 hydroformylation on Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces is driven by two factors: (1) promotion of CO insertion on undercoordinated Rh surface sites as initial average Rh particle size is decreased to ∼2.5 nm (2) decrease in TOF on small Rh particles, which correlates with the presence and formation of Rh(CO)H species under reaction conditions as observed via PM-IRAS. Comparison with Rh(111) reactivity data suggests the SiO 2 support may play a role in the CO insertion reaction on Rh∕SiO 2 .
One could speculate that CO bound to Rh(CO)H species could be less active for CO insertion for a number of reasons. First, electronic effects could play a role in affecting the insertion reactivity of CO bound to supported Rh(CO)H species. Rh inorganic complexes (RhðCOÞHL 3 ; L ¼ ligand), with tailored ligand constituents, are the catalyst phase utilized in the homogenous catalytic process employed in industry for olefin hydroformylation (13) . As it is well known that ligand size and electronic character are critically important variables in determining product selectivity and activity in the homogenous process, it may be that supported Rh(CO)H species also require such ligands to activate the CO bound carbonyl species for high CO insertion activity.
Second, if Rh(CO)H species are highly dispersed like RhðCOÞ 2 species, geometric constraints could potentially play an inhibiting role for CO insertion on supported Rh(CO)H species compared to surface sites on Rh NPs. While it has been shown via catalytic studies that carefully prepared supported mononuclear Rh (39, 40) and Rh clusters (41) are active for C 2 H 4 hydrogenation (39, 41) and ligand exchange (CO ↔ C 2 H 4 ) reactions (39, 40) , it may be that Rh atom ensembles or the binding environment present on larger NPs may assist in facilitating the activity of multiadsorbate reactions such as CO insertion.
However, some additional questions remain regarding the extent of dispersity of the Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces which produce Rh(CO)H. From previous studies of Rh particles under CO ambients with a multitude of analytical techniques (e.g., EXAFS (1) and IR (5)), it is generally agreed that RhðCOÞ 2 species are likely associated with highly dispersed Rh species (perhaps small clusters containing ∼10's of Rh atoms (1)) present on the oxide support. However, the data regarding the dispersity of Rh(CO)H species remains less clear. STM studies of Rh∕TiO 2 surfaces have demonstrated little Rh dispersion under pure H 2 environments (4), and interpretations of IR studies have suggested H 2 hinders oxidative disruption of Rh particles (3) or contributes to agglomeration of RhðCOÞ 2 species to form larger Rh clusters at higher temperatures (2). However, there certainly appears to be a relationship between RhðCOÞ 2 and Rh(CO)H, based on the PM-IRAS data under reaction conditions. First, RhðCOÞ 2 features present under reaction conditions at T ¼ 400 K (Fig. 5) eventually exhibit features consistent with Rh(CO)H at long reaction times. Secondly, Rh particle dispersion under pure CO conditions (Fig. 3) and the presence of the CO insertion reactivity maximum also occur around the same particle size range. The relation between RhðCOÞ 2 and Rh(CO)H interconversion has also been explored in a previous surface science study of Rh∕TiO 2 surfaces by Hayden et al. (42) . This study suggested that, under UHV conditions, RhðCOÞ 2 and Rh(CO)H can interchange under CO and H 2 ambients, respectively. Additional IR studies of supported Rh catalysts have also shown a gradual transition from dicarbonyl IR features to carbonyl hydride features under CO∕H 2 environments (11). However, other investigators (2) have argued this observed behavior is simply a transition from RhðCOÞ 2 species to linearly bound CO on agglomerated Rh particles.
Thus, while the reactivity and spectroscopic data provide evidence suggesting that surface characterized by the presence of Rh(CO)H are less active for the CO insertion reaction, the question of the dispersity of the Rh(CO)H surface under our reaction conditions, and how it compares to the related RhðCOÞ 2 dispersity remains open. Future measurements, which could measure particle size (e.g., high pressure STM) or Rh-Rh coordination (e.g., EXAFS) under relevant C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 reaction conditions employed in this study, would be helpful to answering such questions.
In conclusion, the structure-activity behavior of the C 2 H 4 ∕ CO∕H 2 reaction was studied as a function of Rh particle size on Rh∕SiO 2 model catalyst surfaces, with particular focus on the CO insertion reaction pathway. Kinetic measurements and PM-IRAS spectroscopic techniques were utilized under near atmospheric reaction conditions. Our primary conclusions are as follows:
1. Propionaldehyde (CO insertion) activity under reaction conditions (T ¼ 500 K) showed an optimum Rh particle size of hd p i ∼ 2.5 nm. Rh∕SiO 2 surfaces showed roughly an order of magnitude increase in TOF compared to Rh(111). 2. PM-IRAS measurements under pure CO conditions showed particle disruption and dispersion (RhðCOÞ 2 formation) from low (5 × 10 −7 Torr) to near atmospheric CO pressures. Particle disruption also exhibited a particle size dependence; particles above ∼4 nm appeared resistant to CO induced dispersion at elevated pressures; particles below ∼4 nm appeared more susceptible to this effect. 3. PM-IRAS under reaction conditions exhibited a particle size dependence in the types of ν CO features observed on the surface. Rh NP sizes (>2.5 nm) above the optimum propionaldehyde TOF exhibited only a single ν CO associated with linearly bound CO. NP sizes below the optimal TOF (<2.5 nm) exhibited ν CO associated with both linearly bound CO and Rh carbonyl hydride CO. PM-IRAS on 1.6 nm particles under reaction conditions at lower temperatures (T ¼ 400 K) exhibited linear and RhðCOÞ 2 species; PM-IRAS obtained under extended reaction times at T ¼ 400 K eventually produced spectra similar to Rh(CO)H, suggesting a relationship between RhðCOÞ 2 and Rh(CO)H. 4. Combined, the kinetic and spectroscopic data suggest that the observed particle size effects for CO insertion during C 2 H 4 hydroformylation is driven by two factors: (1) promotion of CO insertion on undercoordinated Rh surface sites and (2) decrease in TOF on very small Rh particles, which based on PM-IRAS measurements under reaction conditions, may be due to the formation of dispersed Rh carbonyl hydride Rh(CO)H species.
Materials and Methods
Experiments were conducted in a coupled UHV surface analysis-elevated pressure reactor/IR cell system described previously (24, 44) . Rh∕SiO 2 model catalyst surfaces were prepared on molybdenum (Mo) single crystal surfaces, via vapor deposition techniques (24, 45, 46) . SiO 2 film thicknesses >5 ML. For C 2 H 4 ∕CO∕H 2 reactivity measurements, reaction gases were added to the cell at T ¼ 300 K in the following order (i) CO, (ii) C 2 H 4 , and (iii) H 2 at a ratio of 1∶1∶8 and a total pressure of 500 Torr; followed by heating to reaction temperature. Product gases from the reactor are sampled at t ¼ 1 hour to determine product formation and TOF values via gas chromatography (GC) (HP 5890, flame ionization (FID) detector) at low conversions (<10%C 2 H 4 conversion). Concentrations and retention times of product gases were determined using calibrated hydrocarbon gas mixtures, propionaldehyde, and standard literature FID sensitivity factors and GC techniques (47, 48) . Ultrahigh purity (UHP) H 2 was used as received. UHP CO was further purified via heated 4A molecular sieve and LN 2 trapping; UHP C 2 H 4 was further purified by multiple freeze pump thaw cycles; C 4 H 10 was further purified via multiple distillations.
PM-IRAS measurements (Bruker Equinox 55) were obtained in a similar UHV/IR cell system (49) . PM-IRAS measurements were conducted using 692 scans at a resolution of 4 cm −1 , unless otherwise indicated. Background reactivity and PM-IRAS measurements on SiO 2 films showed no activity for reaction or detectable vibrational features across the reaction conditions probed.
